USS Seleya - Stardate 10005.07



Host Cheryl says:
The Seleya has returned to Krechson, where the inhabitants have apparently started up production again, regenerating another Omega particle.  Bolitho is back aboard, having arrived aboard the Deimos, with an advance team of Omega experts on the Deimos to begin dealing with the Omega situation.

More experts are en route, but will not arrive for several hours.  The production of an Omega molecule on Krechson has attracted the attention of the Borg; one Borg cube has arrived at Krechson, via transwarp conduit.

It is here that we pick up Seleya's current adventure....

Host Cheryl says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Resume Seleya Mission:  The Darker Side of Starfleet>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

Host Cheryl says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Resume Seleya Mission:  The Darker Side of Starfleet>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

CSO_Hazzem says:
::in the lounge staring at his drink::

 CO_Bolitho says:
::seated in the Big Chair staring at the Borg cube on the viewscreen::

CTO_Esjam says:
::at tactical addressing security teams:: *Security* Assume defence stations delta two. Prepare to be boarded. I just want you all to know that I have been released from the brig and have assumed control of tactical. None of you is permitted to be assimilated or killed without my express permission. I trust that is clear. Esjam out

EO_O-Riley says:
:: enters turbolift:: deck 14

 Captain_Katain says:
@ ::stands in the centre of his bridge, hands clasped behind his back::

CNS_Lerner says:
::finishes transmitting the Seleya's current predicament to Starfleet - tight beam - as requested by Captain Bolitho::

DCTO_Berlin says:
@::on the Deimos bridge at TAC::

CEO_Lira says:
:: on the bridge:

OPS_Jameson says:
::sits at OPS::

 Captain_Katain says:
@ <CSO> ::Scans the Borg Cube::

 CO_Crayne says:
::headed down to the Shuttle bay ::

 Captain_Katain says:
@ <OPS> ::checks power output::

 CO_Bolitho says:
::smiles slightly at hearing Esjam's statement::

TO_Shilp says:
::at 2nd tactical station::

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION: The Borg cube takes up orbit around Krechson, and looms large on the Seleya's and Deimos's viewscreens

CMO_Viper says:
::sitting to the left of the Captain::

 Captain_Katain says:
@ <CMO> ::prepares sickbay::

 Captain_Katain says:
@ <CEO> ::downs a whiskey in engineering::

D_FCO_Therin says:
@::at the Deimos conn::

FCO_MGhia says:
::prepares a multitude of evasive manoeuvres::

MO_Suder says:
::takes a deep breath and turns for the turbolift off the bridge::  Medical teams: report...

CNS_Lerner says:
CO:  Captain - Starfleet acknowledge and wish us luck ::grimaces::

CTO_Esjam says:
TO: I want you to go down to engineering with a team and protect the engineering staff. Also reroute auxiliary tactical there in case the bridge is taken

 CO_Bolitho says:
CNS: Acknowledged Counsellor

TO_Shilp says:
CTO: aye sir.

CEO_Lira says:
:: starts to power down all non essential systems ::

TO_Shilp says:
::heads to turbolift::

CSO_Hazzem says:
Waitress: another one please

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION:  The Borg Cube is scanning the planet, and both ships

CMO_Viper says:
*MO*:  How are thing going down there Lieutenant?

 CO_Crayne says:
::gets off the turbolift ::

D_FCO_Therin says:
@Katain: Sir the Borg cube is taking position in orbit around Krechson.

CTO_Esjam says:
::Targets all weapons on the 'Picard’ co-ordinates:: CO: Cube targeted

 Captain_Katain says:
@ <CSO> Katain: We're being scanned...

EO_O-Riley says:
:: enters his quarters, moves over to a wall ::

TO_Shilp says:
::Gets on turbolift and heads for Main engineering::

OPS_Jameson says:
::taps panels to prepare to give Crayne access to shuttle bay 1::

CEO_Lira says:
*EO*: please set up repair crews

CNS_Lerner says:
::takes the Counsellor's chair on the bridge::

DCTO_Berlin says:
@::checks red alert status:: CO: Everything in order for the moment

 CO_Bolitho says:
CTO: Fire on my command only Lt.

EO_O-Riley says:
*CEO*: just in a minute.

FCO_MGhia says:
::holds position::

CTO_Esjam says:
CO: Aye sir, standing by

 Captain_Katain says:
@ CTO: Lock weapons... but do not fire until I give the order.

EO_O-Riley says:
:: takes a Vulcan battle sword off the wall ::

 Captain_Katain says:
@ OPS: Open a channel to the Seleya...

CSO_Hazzem says:
::gets his drink and stares at it::

DCTO_Berlin says:
@DCO: Aye sir.

MO_Suder says:
::exits turbolift and heads for Sickbay:; *CMO*: as well as can be expected, I have medical staff posted around the ship, triage units ready for casualties...we're all set

TO_Shilp says:
::Runs off turbolift and in to  Main Engineering with his security detail::

 Captain_Katain says:
@ <OPS> CO: Channel open sir.

CMO_Viper says:
*MO*:  Right then.  I'll leave you to it.  Good luck!

 CO_Crayne says:
::enters shuttle bay 1 ::

 Captain_Katain says:
@ COM: Seleya: Seleya, this is Deimos... we're ready on your order.

DCTO_Berlin says:
@::Locks weapons on the cube.....trigger finger at the ready::

OPS_Jameson says:
CO: sir...Deimos is contacting us

CTO_Esjam says:
::checks deployment of security teams. Sees TO heading off:: TO: Good luck

TO_Shilp says:
CEO: We are your protection.

 CO_Bolitho says:
OPS: Open a channel

EO_O-Riley says:
:: leaves his quarters with the sword on his back ::

 Captain_Katain says:
@ ::Sits down in his centre chair::

OPS_Jameson says:
::opens channel::  CO: open sir

EO_O-Riley says:
:: enters turbolift:: deck 36

 CO_Bolitho says:
COM: Deimos: Stand by I'm awaiting the launch of a shuttle and I guess we have to ask them to leave ::smiles::

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION: The Borg begin beaming drones to the planet surface, heaviest concentration to the vicinity of the Omega particle

TO_Shilp says:
::reroutes auxiliary tactical to  Main Engineering::

D_FCO_Therin says:
@::runs through tactical simulations readying himself for flight against the Borg cube::

EO_O-Riley says:
:: leaves turbolift   heads for  Main Engineering ::

CSO_Hazzem says:
Self: I forgot

CNS_Lerner says:
::watches as things develop::

 Captain_Katain says:
@ <CSO> ::Looks startled:: CO: Sir, the cube is beaming drones down to the planet's surface!

 CO_Crayne says:
*CSO*: I am ready to enter the shuttle , which did you place the Anti-matter device on ?

OPS_Jameson says:
CO: sir...I am detecting a transport beam from the cube

CSO_Hazzem says:
::runs to the turbolift:: TL: Deck 5

 CO_Bolitho says:
OPS: Hail the Cube

CTO_Esjam says:
CO: Sir, the Borg are beaming drones to the planet. Suggest an anti graviton burst to disrupt their transports

DCTO_Berlin says:
@::watches, listens, and waits patiently::

EO_O-Riley says:
:: enters  Main Engineering :: *CEO* I'm in  Main Engineering now. Preparing to set up repair teams.

TO_Shilp says:
*CTO*: Sir I’ve established a secondary tactical as you ordered.

FCO_MGhia says:
CO: Captain, the I am picking up Borg Drones on the planet

CMO_Viper says:
::listens closer when he hears the Borg have beamed to the surface::

OPS_Jameson says:
::opens channel to cube.....nervously::

OPS_Jameson says:
CO: channel open sir

EO_O-Riley says:
:: sits down at a terminal ::

CEO_Lira says:
*EO*: Acknowledged

CTO_Esjam says:
*TO* Excellent work. Please ensure that all engineering staff have side-arms and that your teams are deployed to repel borders

FCO_MGhia says:
CO: Orders, Captain?

CSO_Hazzem says:
::Enters science lab 1:: Computer: bring up spec and modulations of an antimatter device

TO_Shilp says:
*CTO*: Aye sir.

 CO_Bolitho says:
::begins to think of the people on the planet:: COM: Borg Cube: This is Captain Bolitho of the Federation starship Seleya I am ordering you to break off and leave this area immediately!

CNS_Lerner says:
::watching the bridge crew .... all seem amazingly unalarmed given their situation::

OPS_Jameson says:
CO: the channel is open sir

CEO_Lira says:
CO: all non-essential systems shutdown

Host Cheryl says:
<Borg>  COM: Federation Vessels  Do not interfere, or you will be assimilated.

FCO_MGhia says:
::looks at Jameson in horror at the Captain’s message::

EO_O-Riley says:
:: taps some buttons   is briefing the  Main Engineering crew and setting up teams:: 

 CO_Crayne says:
::begins checkout of a small  armoured shuttlecraft ::

 Captain_Katain says:
@ ::frowns, tapping on his chair::

TO_Shilp says:
::hands phasers to every one and deploys security team::

D_FCO_Therin says:
@CTO: Well guess that's our one and only warning.

OPS_Jameson says:
::chill goes through her at the Borg voice::

 CO_Bolitho says:
COM: Borg Cube: This is your last warning break off now!

CSO_Hazzem says:
::checks the monitor:: Computer: replicate antimatter device number 230093 alpha, authorization Hazzem tango 332 alpha

DCTO_Berlin says:
@DFCO: I guess so.  So here goes nothing.

CTO_Esjam says:
*TO*: It looks like we will be engaging the Borg any second, stand by

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION:  The Borg Cube no longer responds to Comm, having given its warning.  The beaming of drones to the surface continue.

CEO_Lira says:
:: clips side arm to her::

OPS_Jameson says:
CO: they're not responding

CSO_Hazzem says:
<Computer>: Replications will take 10 minutes

 CO_Bolitho says:
OPS: Signal the Deimos to attack, make sure the shuttle craft gets away

MO_Suder says:
::fingers phaser as she enters Sickbay::

CNS_Lerner says:
CO:  Sir ... do I understand that Captain Crayne may be attempting to enter the cube?  He should not be alone ...

DCTO_Berlin says:
@::hates waiting....would rather be fighting::

TO_Shilp says:
::looks at his security detail noticing all the phaser rifles::

 CO_Bolitho says:
CTO: ::Pause:: Open fire

 Captain_Katain says:
@ <OPS> ::Turns, pale:: CO: Sir... we've been given the order to attack...

OPS_Jameson says:
COM: Deimos: you are signalled to attack

EO_O-Riley says:
*CEO*: We have three teams , alpha, bravo, gamma.

CSO_Hazzem says:
Computer: bring status reports from science consoles on the bridge

 CO_Bolitho  (All Weapons FIRE!.wav)

CTO_Esjam says:
CO: Aye sir, firing full spread. ::fires all phasers and torpedo banks::

DCTO_Berlin says:
@::Sighs audibly........::Lets just get this over with.

CEO_Lira says:
*EO*: okay

D_FCO_Therin says:
@::straightens at his post and switches piloting to manual:: CO: Ready to move in sir.

DCTO_Berlin says:
@DCO:  Fire, sir?

TO_Shilp says:
::Opens audio link with the bridge to hear what’s going on::

OPS_Jameson says:
*CO Crayne*: prepare to take the shuttle out

 Captain_Katain says:
@ ::Nods, takes in a big breath:: CTO: Lets show them what the Alpha Quadrant is made of... blast their nanoprobes to bits.

 CO_Crayne says:
::taps fingers impatiently ::

 Captain_Katain says:
@ FCO: Begin evasive manoeuvres.

 CO_Crayne says:
*OPS*: I am awaiting the Anti-Matter device

CNS_Lerner says:
CO: Captain ... permission to accompany Captain Crayne .... I could guard his back

MO_Suder says:
::looks around, satisfied that everybody looks ready::

DCTO_Berlin says:
@DCO: Firing all we have at them.

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION:  Federation fire is deflected by Borg Cube shields, causing minimal damage

DCTO_Berlin  (Allfire.wav)

D_FCO_Therin says:
@::engages impulse engines and moves in towards the Borg cube::

OPS_Jameson says:
CO: the shuttle doesn't have the antimatter device yet sir

 Captain_Katain says:
@ <CSO> CO: Minimal damage to the cube, sir...

CTO_Esjam says:
CO: Minimal damage

CSO_Hazzem says:
<Computer>: replication over

D_FCO_Therin says:
@::attempts to evade any counterattacks::

MO_Suder says:
*Triage, Deck 38*: status?

FCO_MGhia says:
::makes an evasive manoeuvre in order to avoid any Borg fire::

DCTO_Berlin @::Fired another volley.  This time torpedoes:: (TORPEDO.wav)

CSO_Hazzem says:
::grabs the device and hurries to a turbolift:: TL: Main shuttle bay

 Captain_Katain says:
@ FCO, CTO: We have to buy time for the Seleya to get that shuttle in... FCO, move us as fast as you can... CTO, fire everything we have.

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION:  Borg cube completes assimilation and begins beaming drones back

CNS_Lerner says:
::wonders if the Captain heard her::

DCTO_Berlin says:
@DCO: Aye sir.  Continuing fire.

MO_Suder says:
<38>: we're ready down here sir .. all set.

CTO_Esjam says:
::continues to fire all weapons::

D_FCO_Therin says:
@DCO: Aye sir.  ::manoeuvres at maximum velocity making strafing runs at the Borg::

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION:  Borg Cube charges weapons

DCTO_Berlin  (TORPEDOS.wav)

 CO_Bolitho says:
*CSO*: Where's my device?

 Captain_Katain says:
@ <CSO> CO: Sir, they're charging weapons!!!

OPS_Jameson says:
CO: the cube is transporting again.....this time back to the cube

CTO_Esjam says:
CO: Sir they are charging weapons

 Captain_Katain says:
@ FCO: Hard to port!!!!!

DCTO_Berlin  (SHIPPHAS.wav)

MO_Suder says:
*Triage, Deck 24*: status?

 CO_Crayne says:
::powers up the shuttle craft ::

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION:  Borg cube takes a hit; last volley from both ships damaged shields

CSO_Hazzem says:
*CO*: I'm on my way to main shuttle bay as ordered, sir

D_FCO_Therin says:
@::evasive manoeuvres engaged hard to port:: Aye sir!

CEO_Lira says:
CO: am I needed on the bridge

DCTO_Berlin says:
@::continues firing.  Looking for a weakness in the cube::

 CO_Bolitho says:
FCO: Evasive manoeuvres

 Captain_Katain says:
@ <CSO> ::grips onto console:: CO: Sir, their shields are damaged!

CTO_Esjam says:
CO: We have weakened their shields

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION: Borg cube drops shields, and fires a volley of torpedoes, spread to cover vicinity around both Federation vessels

MO_Suder says:
<24>: ready ma'am...

DCTO_Berlin  (TORPEDOS.wav)

EO_O-Riley says:
:: links the energy from non-essential equipment to the shields. ::

CSO_Hazzem says:
::Enters main shuttle bay::

FCO_MGhia says:
::glad to hear an order::   CO Bolitho:  Aye, sir

 Captain_Katain says:
@ FCO: Come about... CTO: Two volleys of torpedoes at them... ::sees the torpedoes:: Manoeuvre around those!

CNS_Lerner says:
CO:  Captain Bolitho .... may I accompany Captain Crayne?

DCTO_Berlin says:
@::Fires another round::

D_FCO_Therin says:
@::engages evasive manoeuvres to avoid the torpedoes::

 CO_Bolitho says:
CTO: Continue to fire

OPS_Jameson says:
::takes power from unnecessary systems to weapons and shields::

D_FCO_Therin says:
@DCO: Aye sir, coming about.

DCTO_Berlin says:
@DCO: Firing.

 Captain_Katain says:
@ <D_OPS> ::Reroutes needed power to shields::

FCO_MGhia says:
::makes a barrel roll, avoiding most of the Borg fire::

CTO_Esjam says:
::fires again::

DCTO_Berlin  (TORPEDOS.wav)

 CO_Bolitho says:
CNS: Negative Counsellor

MO_Suder says:
::feels a knot in her stomach each time she hears Seleya fire::

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION: Borg torpedoes score a hit on Deimos, Engineering takes major damage

CTO_Esjam says:
*TO*: Please ensure the engineering teams modulate our phaser and shield frequencies continually

CEO_Lira says:
:: checks systems::

 Captain_Katain says:
@ ::grits his teeth as some consoles on the bridge shatter from the attack::

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION: Borg torpedoes take Seleya shields  down to 60%

DCTO_Berlin says:
@::feels the ship rock::

FCO_MGhia says:
CO: Sir. the Deimos has been hit

CNS_Lerner says:
CO: Aye Sir .... is disappointed::

TO_Shilp says:
*CTO*: Aye sir.

FCO_MGhia says:
::rocks a little as the ship is hit::

CTO_Esjam says:
CO: Shields at 60%

 Captain_Katain says:
@ <D_CEO> ::Is thrown across engineering as engineers are caught in fire and explosions::

 CO_Bolitho says:
CNS: How badly?

D_FCO_Therin says:
@::grabs his console tightly::

EO_O-Riley says:
*Bridge*: I can give you 25% more energy for the shields.

 CO_Crayne says:
::waits:::

CTO_Esjam says:
::continues to fire everything Seleya has::

TO_Shilp says:
::Keeps remodulating weapons and shields::

 CO_Bolitho says:
CEO: Do whatever it takes get my shields back up!

EO_O-Riley says:
:: reroutes energy ::

 Captain_Katain says:
@ <D_Engineer> *Katain* Sir, the CEO is dead... we've got fires down here!

MO_Suder says:
::moves over to the office and reads initial reports::  self: the calm before the storm

CNS_Lerner says:
CO:  They are still mobile ... but will not last long at this rate Sir

CEO_Lira says:
CO: aye sir

OPS_Jameson says:
CO: sir...the Deimos has been damaged

D_FCO_Therin says:
@::brings the Deimos around for another pass::

CEO_Lira says:
:: reroutes power to shields

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION: Borg Cube is nearing completion of beaming back the drones, old ones and newly assimilated one

CEO_Lira says:
*EO*: how much can we give them

DCTO_Berlin @::Upon nearing the cube again, fires all he's got:: (Allfire.wav)

CSO_Hazzem says:
*CO_Crayne*: Hazzem to Captain Crayne

 CO_Bolitho says:
OPS: how badly Ensign?

 Captain_Katain says:
@ FCO: Strafing run, full impulse... CTO: Another barrage.

TO_Shilp says:
::keeps remodulating weapons and shields every ten seconds::

DCTO_Berlin says:
@DCO: Aye sir.

DCTO_Berlin  (Allfire.wav)

 CO_Crayne says:
*CSO*: Get the device aboard , and place it on the transporter pad

D_FCO_Therin says:
@DCO: Aye sir.  ::strafes the Borg cube::

DCTO_Berlin  (TORPEDOS.wav)

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION:  Omega particle is no longer detected on the planet's surface

EO_O-Riley says:
*CEO*: whom ? the shields ? no more than 20% now.

CTO_Esjam says:
FCO: Can you get us closer, maybe we can do more damage that way

OPS_Jameson says:
CO: main engineering sir....I’m not sure how badly

FCO_MGhia says:
CO: Captain?

CEO_Lira says:
*EO*: work on it

CNS_Lerner says:
CO: Captain ... they have removed the particles from the surface ...

MO_Suder says:
::hears a commotion outside the office:: self: here we go...   Grey: report...  ::sees wounded piling in::  Grey: never mind

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION:  Borg sustains more damage, but is not incapacitated....  It targets all weapons on Deimos, and opens fire....

CSO_Hazzem says:
::hurries to the pad:: CO_Crayne: ready here

 Captain_Katain says:
@ <D_CSO> ::Screams:: INCOMING!!!!!

OPS_Jameson says:
COM: Deimos: how are you holding up?

 Captain_Katain says:
@ D_FCO: Hard to starboard!!!

 CO_Bolitho says:
OPS: Tell the Deimos to back off

FCO_MGhia says:
CO: Captain, they have a lock on the Deimos!

CEO_Lira says:
CTO: can give you 20%

DCTO_Berlin says:
@::Holds on for dear life::

D_FCO_Therin says:
@::pulls the ship hard to starboard and down on the z axis to avoid incoming weapons::

CTO_Esjam says:
CO: We have hurt them sir ::firing again::

 CO_Crayne says:
::takes device:: CSO: Thanks, Wish me luck

 CO_Crayne says:
::starts to close door::

EO_O-Riley says:
:: remodulating shields ::

CSO_Hazzem says:
CO_Crayne: Qapla, Crayne

CTO_Esjam says:
*CEO*: We'll take everything you have

DCTO_Berlin says:
@::fires a spread hoping to neutralise some of the Borg fire power::

 CO_Crayne says:
*OPS*: Request Permission to launch

DCTO_Berlin  (Allfire.wav)

OPS_Jameson says:
COM: Deimos: back off

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION:  Borg fire takes out one of Deimos's nacelles

OPS_Jameson says:
*CO Crayne*: granted

 CO_Crayne says:
%::Launches ::

TO_Shilp says:
::keeps remodulating weapons and shields every ten seconds::

 Captain_Katain says:
@ ::grips onto the chair and prays as he hears the ship creaking under the stress of the manoeuvres::

CEO_Lira says:
CTO: you’ve got it :: reroutes power::

OPS_Jameson says:
::opens bay doors::

D_EO_Drummer says:
@::tries to keep the warpcore stable::

CNS_Lerner says:
::sending updated situation report to Starfleet::

 Captain_Katain says:
@ <D_CSO> ::console explodes from the damage, killing her instantly::

MO_Suder says:
::gets to work on a patient:: Grey: I need a neuro-sequencer...now!  ::shivers as she hears Borg voices over comm::

 CO_Crayne  (WARP.wav)

D_FCO_Therin says:
@DCO: Sir, I've lost partial navigation, we've lost a nacelle!

CTO_Esjam says:
::tries to focus weapons on the damaged sections of the cube::

 Captain_Katain says:
@ ::hears the FCO, mumbles a curse::

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION:  The Borg cube, having finished with the planet, moves out and positions itself to fire upon the Deimos, and concentrates fire...

D_EO_Drummer says:
@*DCO*: we have lost a nacelle and the core is growing unstable

D_FCO_Therin says:
@::tries to compensate for the loss in control::

CEO_Lira says:
CTO: shields are up to 75%

CSO_Hazzem says:
::hurries to turbolift:: TL: Bridge

MO_Suder says:
<Grey>: ::hands her the device and gets to work on another patient::

EO_O-Riley says:
:: notices major damage in energy distribution network ::

FCO_MGhia says:
CO: Captain, the Borg cube is heading for the Deimos!

CTO_Esjam says:
CO: Shields at 75% sir

OPS_Jameson says:
CO: sir...the Deimos is in trouble

 Captain_Katain says:
@ D_FCO: Back us off, full impulse!

 CO_Bolitho says:
CTO: Target their weapons

CNS_Lerner says:
OPS:  We could do with an emergency lock on the Deimos personnel ... can I assist?

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION: Deimos’s shields fall under the Borg fire...

D_FCO_Therin says:
@D_CO: Aye sir!

 Captain_Katain says:
@ <D_OPS> Shields are gone!

EO_O-Riley says:
:: running around in  Main Engineering trying to compensate ::

CTO_Esjam says:
CO: Aye sir, ::fires all weapons at the Borg weapons arrays::

CEO_Lira says:
*EO*: send the repair teams out

 CO_Crayne says:
%::comes around the South pole of the planet and cuts engines, shields and goes to bare life support ::

D_EO_Drummer says:
@::runs around repairing  Main Engineering:: Self: ooh, damn Borg

MO_Suder says:
::continues to repair damaged brain cells::

D_FCO_Therin says:
@::backs the ship away at full impulse trying to avoid further damage::

 Captain_Katain says:
@ ::Stands up, pulls out phaser:: *Entire ship*: Prepare for possible Borg boarding.

EO_O-Riley says:
*CEO*: Aye sir !

CSO_Hazzem says:
::enters the bridge, looks at the view screen:: Self: good lord

FCO_MGhia says:
::prepares to make a pass by the Deimos, in an effort to beam over as many survivors as possible::

 Captain_Katain says:
@ <D_OPS> ::tries frantically to get shields back up::

OPS_Jameson says:
CO: shall I transport the crew to the ship sir

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION:  Borg drones begin boarding the Deimos

 Captain_Katain says:
@ <D_CTO> ::continues to fire::

D_FCO_Therin says:
@D_CO: Aye sir! ::grabs a phaser rifle from under the console::

 Captain_Katain says:
@ COM: Seleya: The Borg are boarding us!

CTO_Esjam says:
CO: The Borg are boarding the Deimos

EO_O-Riley says:
Repair Team alpha: down to deck 38, do everything you can to prevent hull breach.

D_EO_Drummer says:
@::sees Borg arriving in  Main Engineering and screams::

D_FCO_Therin says:
@::opens fire on the Borg on the bridge::

 CO_Bolitho says:
FCO: Put us between the Cube and the Deimos, giving it some time to get out of here!

CSO_Hazzem says:
::checks his console::

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION: Borg drones overcome Engineering, and beginning assimilation of crew

 Captain_Katain says:
@ ::turns and fires at a drone:: ALL: Modulate your phasers, they'll adapt!

FCO_MGhia says:
CO: Aye, sir  ::adjusts course::

D_FCO_Therin says:
@::modulates phaser and fires at another Borg drone::

 CO_Crayne says:
%::about half way there ::

CEO_Lira says:
:: checks systems and reroutes power::

D_EO_Drummer says:
@::grabs a phaser and starts remodulating the beam as he fires at Borg::

CNS_Lerner says:
CO: We can beam some of the Deimos crew over ...

OPS_Jameson says:
CO: sir....there are drones on the Deimos

 Captain_Katain says:
@ ::Fires at another drone::

CTO_Esjam says:
::continues to fire at the cube::

TO_Shilp says:
::keeps remodulating weapons and shields every ten seconds::

CSO_Hazzem says:
CO: sir, I’m detecting Borg implants in the engineering section on the Deimos

D_FCO_Therin says:
@::slams the butt of his phaser into the chest of one drone and fires at another::

 CO_Crayne says:
%:::waits::

 Captain_Katain says:
@ ::hides behind a console as he continues fire:: COM: Seleya: Bolitho, this is your chance... they're concentrating on us...

FCO_MGhia says:
CO: I have a course laid in to make a pass by in order to get the survivors, Captain::

MO_Suder says:
::looks up to make sure none of her staff are without their weapons::  Nurse Darad: get your phaser back on you...I don't want to see you without it again  ::returns quickly to her work::

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION:  35% of Deimos's crew is now assimilated...

D_EO_Drummer says:
@::sees a Borg coming close and notices his weapon doesn’t work, and he feels the needles in his neck as he is borgified::

 CO_Crayne says:
%:::transports the Antimatter device ::

EO_O-Riley says:
:: shutting down some nonessential systems :: *CEO* Can give you 11% for shields AND phasers,

CTO_Esjam says:
*TO*: It looks as though we will be on our own in a few moments. Are you ready for this?

D_FCO_Therin says:
@::leaps over a console to defend the Captain's position and takes out another drone::

 Captain_Katain says:
@ ::sighs as he gets reports:: *ALL* This is Katain, prepare to abandon ship... repeat, prepare to abandon ship!!!

CEO_Lira says:
*EO*: acknowledged

CNS_Lerner says:
::is monitoring Crayne's position::

TO_Shilp says:
*CTO*: Aye sir ready and willing.

 CO_Crayne says:
%::fires up engines and attempts escape :: CO : Captain , they have the "package"

OPS_Jameson says:
CO: the Borg are assimilating engineering on the Deimos

D_FCO_Therin says:
@DCO: Auto-destruct sir?

Borg_Drone_Drum says:
@::feels one with the collective::

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION:  Borg shields are back up, and regenerating

CTO_Esjam says:
::Smiles at the TO's confidence::

CSO_Hazzem says:
::brings up specs of deflector ship::

CEO_Lira says:
CTO: shields at 85%

CTO_Esjam says:
CO: Our shields are at 85% but the Borg are regenerating

EO_O-Riley says:
* DECK 9,11* evacuate the deck immediately.

EO_O-Riley says:
* DECK 9,11* evacuate the deck immediately.

 Captain_Katain says:
@ <Deimos crew> ::Try to hold off the Borg as they rush to escape pods::

Borg_Drone_Drum says:
@::sees engineers running around firing at Borg::

EO_O-Riley says:
:: deck 9 and 11 are being evacuated ::

 Captain_Katain says:
@ Computer: Begin Auto-destruct sequence, Katain 005-Omega-7.

TO_Shilp says:
ALL Security in  Main Engineering: Prepare for the worst.

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION: Borg cube continues assimilating Deimos crew, making their way toward the bridge....

 CO_Crayne says:
%:::struggles to get the warp motors back online ::

 Captain_Katain says:
@ ::Turns to the FCO and waits for him to put in the code::

CSO_Hazzem says:
CO: it will be more effective if we separate the Seleya, sir

CTO_Esjam says:
CO: Sir, escape pods from the Deimos

 Captain_Katain says:
@ COM: Seleya: We're evacuating and trying to self destruct, suggest you move off.

CNS_Lerner says:
CO: Captain .... Captain Crayne's engines are off-line

D_FCO_Therin says:
@Computer: Confirm Auto-Destruct, Therin Alpha-Tango-578

Borg_Drone_Drum says:
@::walks to a console as he hears the self-destruct sequence start::

EO_O-Riley says:
:: shuts down the whole decks 9 and 11 ::

 Captain_Katain says:
@ <Computer> Acknowledged. Self destruct in one minute.

OPS_Jameson says:
CO: it looks like it's on self-destruct.....we should get some distance away

MO_Suder says:
::gets a report of the Deimos' condition and cringes::

 Captain_Katain says:
@ DFCO: Let's move! ::Fires at another drone and rushes toward to the escape pods::

FCO_MGhia says:
CO: Confirmed, sir.  The Deimos have initiated self-destruct

Borg_Drone_Drum says:
@::assimilates the panel and tries to stop the self-destruct::

CNS_Lerner says:
OPS:: Can we transport the shuttle inboard?

CTO_Esjam says:
CO: Sir, why not tractor the Deimos and try to tow it into the cube?

D_FCO_Therin says:
@::fires at a Borg drone heading towards them and follows the Captain::

CEO_Lira says:
CO: permission to leave bridge to  Main Engineering

D_FCO_Therin says:
@DCO: Right behind you sir!

 Captain_Katain says:
@ <Computer> Self destruct in 49 seconds.

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION: Borg unable to stop self-destruct sequence

MO_Suder says:
::looks down at her patient, gives him a stimulant and he wakes up::

EO_O-Riley says:
:: structural integrity field is fluctuating ::

OPS_Jameson says:
CNS: I think so sir

 Captain_Katain says:
@ <Computer> 46 seconds.

 CO_Crayne says:
%::attempting to put distance between himself and the cube :: COM : Seleya: I say again the Package is delivered

 Captain_Katain says:
@ ::Gets into a pod with the rest of the bridge crew and launches::

OPS_Jameson says:
::attempts to transport shuttle::

 Captain_Katain says:
@ <Computer> 39 seconds.

Borg_Drone_Drum says:
@::signals to the cube that the ship will self-destruct::

 Captain_Katain says:
@ <Surviving Deimos crew> ::launch escape pods::

CEO_Lira says:
*EO* Deal with it

CNS_Lerner says:
CO: The device is aboard the cube Sir

FCO_MGhia says:
CO: Captain, I am picking up multiple escape pods

 Captain_Katain says:
@ <Computer> 31 seconds.

D_FCO_Therin says:
@::manages to make it into the Captain's pod::

MO_Suder says:
<Deck 38>: how's it going down there...

 Captain_Katain says:
@ ::Sighs and looks at his ship as they move away from it::

 Captain_Katain says:
@ <Computer> 28 seconds.

CNS_Lerner says:
COMM Crayne: We hear you .... do you require a beam-out Sir?

Borg_Drone_Drum says:
::assimilates a dumb engineer::

 Captain_Katain says:
@ <Computer> 24 seconds.

OPS_Jameson says:
::transports all shuttles and pods to cargo bay::

CEO_Lira says:
CO: sir permission to go to  Main Engineering

EO_O-Riley says:
:: reroutes all available power to structural integrity field ::

 Captain_Katain says:
@ <Computer> 19 seconds.

 Captain_Katain says:
@ <Computer> 11 seconds

Borg_Drone_Drum says:
@::beams to the cube::

CEO_Lira says:
*EO* how’s it going

MO_Suder says:
<Deck 38>: wounded everywhere, ma'am, we can't cope...need more assistance...

 Captain_Katain says:
@ <Computer> 10 seconds

 CO_Crayne says:
*CO* : Trigger the package

 Captain_Katain says:
@ <Computer> 9 seconds

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION: The Borg cube detects the self-destruct, and begins beaming back its drones....

 Captain_Katain says:
@ <Computer> 8 seconds

 Captain_Katain says:
@ <Computer> 5 seconds

D_FCO_Therin says:
@DCO: There was nothing you could have done sir.

 Captain_Katain says:
@ <Computer> 4 seconds

MO_Suder says:
Deck 38: I'm sending Dr. Grey down...  ::nods to Grey::

 Captain_Katain says:
@ <Computer> 3 seconds

EO_O-Riley says:
Repair Team gamma: move up to deck 27. Get the deuterium pumps going again.

 Captain_Katain says:
@ <Computer> 2 seconds

 Captain_Katain says:
@ <Computer> 1 seconds

EO_O-Riley says:
*CEO* not very good sir. 

 Captain_Katain says:
@ <Computer>  Self destruct commencing.

EO_O-Riley says:
*CEO*: some terminals exploded.

CEO_Lira says:
*EO*: will be down there shortly

Borg_Drone_Drum says:
%::walks around in the cube::

CEO_Lira says:
CO: permission to leave the bridge

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION:  Captain Bolitho orders activation of the trigger to the antimatter device

MO_Suder says:
::begins to scan Sickbay, weeding those who will survive without treatment from those who won't. Rushes over to a woman, barely alive on a bio-bed::

Borg_Drone_Drum says:
%::goes to the assimilation area for a new arm::

EO_O-Riley says:
:: deuterium pumps working again ::

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION: Deimos explodes in a big blaze of glory

 Captain_Katain says:
@ <USS Deimos> ::Explosions begin to result all over the ship as the self destruct begins, the warp core goes as the lower decks collapse upon themselves and result in a beautiful, yet horrifying fiery explosion::

CNS_Lerner says:
<OPS>:: actions the device

FCO_MGhia says:
::shields her eyes a little as the Deimos explodes::

 Captain_Katain says:
@ ::Closes his eyes and leans against a bulkhead in the pod::

CEO_Lira says:
:: Leaves bridge ::

D_FCO_Therin says:
@::cringes as his ship is destroyed::

CMO_Viper says:
::watches as the Deimos explodes::

CNS_Lerner says:
<OPS>CO: Device activated Sir

CTO_Esjam says:
::Feels sickened at the sight of the Deimos exploding::

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION: Big explosion detected on the Borg Cube

MO_Suder says:
::can feel the shockwave::  *CMO*: what was that?

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION:  Borg Cube is heavily damaged, but not completely disabled

EO_O-Riley says:
*CEO*: Meet with Repair team on deck 24. Please. repair needed on life support.

Borg_Drone_Drum says:
%::notices a big explosion in the cube::

CSO_Hazzem says:
CO: Multiple explosions detected on the cube, sir

CNS_Lerner says:
<OPS>*CO Crayne*: Activated Sir .... and explosion detected

CTO_Esjam says:
CO: Sir, large explosion inside the Borg cube. It is still operational

 CO_Crayne says:
::Going up turbolift ::

MO_Suder says:
::scans the woman and begins to operate there and then::

 Captain_Katain says:
@ COM: Pods: Move toward the Seleya...

CMO_Viper says:
*MO*:  The Deimos has exploded.  Self destruct.

FCO_MGhia says:
::manoeuvres the ship away from the shockwaves::

CEO_Lira says:
:: Sees Deimos explode::

Borg_Drone_Drum says:
%::goes to a problem area to assist in reconstruct::

D_FCO_Therin says:
@::Navigates the escape pod towards the Seleya::

CMO_Viper says:
OPS: Are we picking up the pods yet?

MO_Suder says:
::swallows hard:: *CMO*: thankyou sir...

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION:  Borg Cube begins moving away; subspace distortions are detected, indicating opening of the transwarp conduit

CNS_Lerner says:
::sees Bolitho looking grim::

CSO_Hazzem says:
CMO: sir, the Borg are running away

CNS_Lerner says:
CO:  The cube is attempting to enter transwarp Sir

FCO_MGhia says:
CO: Sir, the Cube is moving away!

 CO_Crayne says:
::exits turbolift onto the bridge ::

Borg_Drone_Drum says:
%::welds some conduits together with his new arm::

CTO_Esjam says:
::continues to fire at retreating Borg vessel:: CO/CMO: Shall we pursue?

CSO_Hazzem says:
::looks at Crayne::

CNS_Lerner says:
::trying to tractor life pods with assistance of OPS::

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION: Bolitho is unconscious, hit by a falling beam in that last attack

 CO_Crayne says:
::nods to CSO ::

CNS_Lerner says:
CMO: Medical emergency!

CEO_Lira says:
:: takes turbolift to deck 24 ::

EO_O-Riley says:
*CEO* malfunction in turbolift system. from deck 37 to 42.

CSO_Hazzem says:
CO_Crayne: Welcome back sir

 CO_Crayne says:
CSO: thank you

CMO_Viper says:
Bridge: Let them go.  ::notices Captain Crayne on the bridge:: unless the Captain has any other ideas.

CNS_Lerner says:
CO Crayne:  Sir ... the device exploded ... the Borg are trying to go to transwarp

CEO_Lira says:
*EO*: anything else and are the repairs teams dealing with it

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION:  Transwarp conduit begins to open

Borg_Drone_Drum says:
%<Borg_Queen> return to unimatrix 001

CTO_Esjam says:
*CO_Crayne* Can you report to the bridge sir, Captain Bolitho has been injured

MO_Suder says:
::medical teams are working on wounded as fast as they are coming in::

EO_O-Riley says:
Repair Team bravo: move to deck 24. Meet with Lt. Lira.

FCO_MGhia says:
CMO:  But, sir, they still have the Particle

 CO_Crayne says:
CNS: Status of the Deimos ?

CMO_Viper says:
CO: You have the bridge.  I need to tend Captain Bolitho

CEO_Lira says:
:: looks at CO injured ::

CNS_Lerner says:
CO Crayne: Destroyed Sir ... we are tractoring escape pods as we can

 CO_Crayne says:
CMO: Please do so

CMO_Viper says:
::moves over to Captain Bolitho::

CSO_Hazzem says:
::tabs some buttons on his console:: CO: I’m attempting to track their course

EO_O-Riley says:
:: running repairs on turbolift system ::

CTO_Esjam says:
::fires photon torpedoes at the transwarp conduit to try to collapse it::

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION: Borg cube enters the transwarp conduit

 CO_Crayne says:
CNS: ::frowns:: as much as I might like to follow and destroy that cube, we must rescue our own first

FCO_MGhia says:
CO Crayne:  Orders, sir?

CMO_Viper says:
CNS: Pass me the medkit beside your seat.

Borg_Drone_Drum says:
%::uses his arm to make a new wall::

CNS_Lerner says:
::grabbing two escape pods with a tractor beam::

CNS_Lerner says:
CMO: Here ...

 CO_Crayne says:
FCO: Plot a course to maximise our retrieval of fellow officers

CEO_Lira says:
:: Walks over to console::

CNS_Lerner says:
::bringing two escape pods inboard::

CMO_Viper says:
::looks at Bolitho’s head::   Cns: Thanks.  ::grabs out a tricorder and begins scanning him::

FCO_MGhia says:
CO Crayne:  Aye, sir  ::adjusts course::

CTO_Esjam says:
CO_Crayne: Stand down red alert?

EO_O-Riley says:
:: runs scans and diagnostics on the ship ::

Borg_Drone_Drum says:
%::goes to the nearest free alcove::

TO_Shilp says:
*CTO*: How we doing Sir?

 CO_Crayne says:
CTO: Go to Yellow, for now, but keep weapons to standby

CMO_Viper says:
::administers 5 CCs of Neurotropane::

CNS_Lerner says:
CO Crayne: Captain - they have taken a good few of the population ... and the particle traces are no longer on the planet Sir

EO_O-Riley says:
*Bridge*: malfunction in navigational deflector. Trying to compensate.

CSO_Hazzem says:
::pulls a chair and throws himself on it::

CTO_Esjam says:
*TO*: Stand down to yellow alert but keep security teams in place and keep engineering secured

MO_Suder says:
::looks around at her med. staff, satisfied to see all are working the best they can, takes a deep breath and continues working::

CMO_Viper says:
::Bolitho’s signs are stabilising, but he's still unconscious::

CSO_Hazzem says:
::checks his systems::

 CO_Crayne says:
CSO:  Scan to detect for lifesigns, we don't want to miss any , if we can

TO_Shilp says:
*CTO*: Aye sir.

CTO_Esjam says:
CO_Crayne: Aye sir, and well done sir ::smiles::

CSO_Hazzem says:
CO: aye sir

CEO_Lira says:
:: Checks all systems and makes repair list::

D_FCO_Therin says:
@::waits with the Captain in their escape pod to be retrieved::

 CO_Crayne says:
CMO: You might have your staff ready to receive casualties

Borg_Drone_Drum says:
%::flies around in transwarp regenerating::

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION:  Before the transwarp conduit closes behind the Cube, Seleya's sensors begin picking up a change in the Omega particle

CMO_Viper says:
*CO*:  They're already on task, sir.

EO_O-Riley says:
Repair Team alpha: report to  Main Engineering.

 CO_Crayne says:
*CMO*: Well done

CNS_Lerner says:
::concentrating on tractoring a third escape pod inboard to Seleya:: *MO*  I have 3 escape pods arriving in cargo bay 2 ... they may need help

CSO_Hazzem says:
CO: sir, I’m picking up reading from the cube sir. It's the particle

FCO_MGhia says:
CO Crayne:  Captain, there's something strange happening on the Borg Cube

CEO_Lira says:
CO; I will be in  Main Engineering

 CO_Crayne says:
CSO: State of the particle ?

CMO_Viper says:
*MO*:  Be ready for the Captain to beam down.  He's stable but unconscious.  Mild concussion.

MO_Suder says:
*CNS*: understood Counsellor, I’m on my way...how many are on board them?

Borg_Drone_Drum says:
%::is still regenerating::

CEO_Lira says:
:: leaves bridge with list ::

CSO_Hazzem says:
CO: it appears to be changing its state, further readings are unknown, sir

CNS_Lerner says:
*MO*:  6 only ... but we are trying to retrieve more

 CO_Crayne says:
CSO: Very well, continue monitoring as best you may

EO_O-Riley says:
*CEO*: turbolift system working, life support at 80%. increasing.

CMO_Viper says:
Computer: Site-to-site transport for Captain Bolitho to Sick Bay.

CSO_Hazzem says:
CO: Aye sir

MO_Suder says:
::grabs a medkit and leaves Sickbay::  *CNS*: understood

CEO_Lira says:
*EO* acknowledged

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION: The Omega particle goes critical, and explodes in a completely amazing, blinding explosion, the Seleya crew getting one glimpse of the explosion before the transwarp conduit is closed by the explosion

Borg_Drone_Drum says:
%::dies in agony::

CNS_Lerner says:
::is blinded suddenly:: All: What was that!

 CO_Crayne says:
OPS: I need ships status, as you can obtain it

CEO_Lira says:
*EO*: on my way down

FCO_MGhia says:
::shields her eyes again for a moment::  All:  What was that?

CSO_Hazzem says:
::knocked of his chair::

CMO_Viper says:
::Bolitho materialises in Sick Bay::

MO_Suder says:
::enters turbolift and heads for Cargo bay 2::

 CO_Crayne says:
::falls to the ground::

EO_O-Riley says:
*CEO* very good sir !

CSO_Hazzem says:
CO: sir, the particle destroyed the cube

CTO_Esjam says:
::Runs to Crayne’s side::

CNS_Lerner says:
::she has lost the tractor lock she had on the 4th. escape pod .... life signs deteriorating within it ... working hard to get the lock back::

CMO_Viper says:
::turns around and sees Captain Crayne on the ground and runs over to him::

CEO_Lira says:
:: Enters turbolift:: TL: deck 36

OPS_Jameson says:
::shakes her head and looks at her monitors for an update::

CMO_Viper says:
::scans Crayne::

CSO_Hazzem says:
::scans the pods in space::

 CO_Crayne says:
CSO: ::getting up with a small cut from hitting the railing support :: Very well... I want a theoretical projection of its impact on Sub space and transwarp space

MO_Suder says:
::exits turbolift, enters Cargo-bay 2  and surveys the scene::

CMO_Viper says:
CO: Are you ok?

EO_O-Riley says:
:: Repair Team alpha enters  Main Engineering:: Repair Team alpha: assist Team bravo on deck 24.

CSO_Hazzem says:
CO: we lost 3 of the escape pods during the explosion, sir

CNS_Lerner says:
<escape pod survivor> MO:  my friend in here is unconscious Sir

OPS_Jameson says:
::rubs head where she hit it::

CEO_Lira says:
:: Leaves turbolift And enters  Main Engineering::EO: status report

CTO_Esjam says:
OPS: you okay?

CNS_Lerner says:
::gets the lock on a further pod .... tractors it inboard::

 CO_Crayne says:
CSO:  I am sure we all mourn their loss ...we must prevent more losses ...if we can

CMO_Viper says:
::walks over to OPS::  OPS:

EO_O-Riley says:
CEO: fluctuations in structural integrity field ...

CMO_Viper says:
OPS: Are you ok?  You seem to have hit your head.

EO_O-Riley says:
CEO. shields down to 60% 

OPS_Jameson says:
CTO: fine....just a bump

CEO_Lira says:
EO: is there a team on it

CSO_Hazzem says:
::starts analysing the subspace distortion::

OPS_Jameson says:
CMO: I’m fine really...but thank you for asking

EO_O-Riley says:
CEO: Yepp, ... team gamma is working on it.

MO_Suder says:
::enters escape pod and opens medkit:: Survivor: can you step back please?  ::scans officer::

OPS_Jameson says:
::smiles at CMO::

CMO_Viper says:
OPS:  Do you mind?  ::holds up tricorder::

CMO_Viper says:
OPS: Just to be safe?

CTO_Esjam says:
OPS: Good ::moves around the bridge to tactical::

CEO_Lira says:
EO: fine

EO_O-Riley says:
CEO: furthermore I've deactivated deck 9 and 11 for more energy.

OPS_Jameson says:
CMO: fine.....just to be safe

CMO_Viper says:
::begins scans on Jameson::

EO_O-Riley says:
CEO: what about the Borg ?

CNS_Lerner says:
CMO:  If we are to collect any more from Deimos we need to move around to collect them Sir

CEO_Lira says:
EO: they’re gone

CTO_Esjam says:
*TO*: The Borg have been destroyed. But I want the ship thoroughly searched in case we have any unwelcome visitors. Please exercise extreme caution

MO_Suder says:
Survivor: she'll be fine, medium concussion, a few broken bones...   ::begins to work::

CMO_Viper says:
OPS: Internal bruising, but you'll be fine.

EO_O-Riley says:
:: touches in relief his sword on his back :: CEO: I brought it just for the case ... .

TO_Shilp says:
*CTO*: Aye sir I’m leaving a security detail in  Main Engineering .

CTO_Esjam says:
*TO*: Acknowledged

CMO_Viper says:
CNS: What was that?

CEO_Lira says:
EO: lets get decks 9 and 11 up and running

OPS_Jameson says:
CMO: as long as I’m not dying or Borg, I’m happy

MO_Suder says:
::turns to look over her shoulder at another officer::  self: what the...

 CO_Bolitho says:
::lets out a moan::

EO_O-Riley says:
CEO: as you say ... 

TO_Shilp says:
*Security*: I want a deck by deck search of the Seleya starting on Deck one .

CMO_Viper says:
OPS:  Good. ::walks back to his seat::

CNS_Lerner says:
CMO: Sir .... we have 4 escape pods in cargo bay 2 ... but there are several more ....

CSO_Hazzem says:
CO: I analysed the subspace distortion the Borg used. It appears they generate alpha particles in order to fluctuate space and subspace together

EO_O-Riley says:
CEO: I'll send the crew back to them. Do you do the rest ?

CMO_Viper says:
CNS: Let's keep working on it.

OPS_Jameson says:
::watches CMO walk back to his seat::

OPS_Jameson says:
::turns to console::

TO_Shilp says:
::leaves  Main Engineering and gets in turbolift:: COMP: Deck one.

CNS_Lerner says:
CO Crayne:  Captain ... we need to move closer if the rest of the escape pods are not to burn up in the planet's atmosphere

CEO_Lira says:
EO: might as well :: Still worried about something::

MO_Suder says:
::moves over to officer and turns his head to look at side of neck:: *CTO*: we have one assimilated Deimos crew member in cargo bay2  ::fires and is relieved to see shielding hasn't kicked in yet::

 CO_Crayne says:
CNS: can we use the transporters to speed up recovery of the Pod personnel ?

Petrifiicus says:
&::puts his hands to his head in despair:: self: Now I will get assimilated and I will have to live as a Borg forever, unless...

EO_O-Riley says:
Deck 9,11: Crew. Be ready to move back to your decks.

EO_O-Riley says:
CEO: are you fine ?

CNS_Lerner says:
CO Crayne:  Yes if we are closer ... but not at this distance Sir

MO_Suder says:
*CTO*: instructions?

EO_O-Riley says:
:: turns around ::

CMO_Viper says:
OPS: How far away are the other pods?

 CO_Crayne says:
FCO: Make it so, if we can

CEO_Lira says:
EO: yes I’m fine :: sighs::

CTO_Esjam says:
CO_Crayne: Sir, I am having the ship searched for intruders. But Sickbay reports an assimilated Deimos crew member in sickbay. Permission to deal with it

 CO_Crayne says:
CTO: Do so , ASAP

EO_O-Riley says:
CEO: good :: smiles ::

CSO_Hazzem says:
CTO: Do you need help?

CTO_Esjam says:
*MO* I’m on my way

FCO_MGhia says:
CO Crayne;  Aye, sir

CMO_Viper says:
OPS:  Are we close enough for transporters to work?

Petrifiicus says:
::picks up a disrupter and preys as he holds it to his head::

OPS_Jameson says:
CMO: yes we are sir

CTO_Esjam says:
CSO: Grab a rifle ::Enters turbolift:: TL: Sickbay

MO_Suder says:
*CTO*: cargo bay 2...get here quickly

OPS_Jameson says:
::realised she was daydreaming::

TO_Shilp says:
*Bridge*: CTO: Sir this is Shilp.

CSO_Hazzem says:
::grabs a rifle, enters with CTO::

CEO_Lira says:
:: picks up tool box and starts repairs ::

CMO_Viper says:
OPS: Let's see if we can pick up a few more pods.

CTO_Esjam says:
*TO*: Rendezvous at Cargo bay two, intruder alert

CMO_Viper says:
OPS: Move in closer if we have to.

MO_Suder says:
::evacuates the other officers from the escape pod...instructing her assistant to deal with them while she keeps an eye on the new drone::

CTO_Esjam says:
::exits turbolift and runs into the cargo bay::

OPS_Jameson says:
CMO: yes sir

CMO_Viper says:
::looks beside him to see Captain Crayne::  CO: Sir, are you sure you're ok?

TO_Shilp says:
*CTO*: Aye sir ::breaks in to a full run for cargo bay 2::

CNS_Lerner says:
::eyes blurring with fatigue::

CSO_Hazzem says:
::Follows the CTO::

CTO_Esjam says:
MO: What’s the situation

MO_Suder says:
::hears CTO enter, keeps eyes fixed on drone::

 CO_Crayne says:
CMO: I will survive ::smiles::

OPS_Jameson says:
::begins transporting any pods that contain life signs into the cargo bay as they enter transporter range::

CMO_Viper says:
::senses how tired the Counsellor is and yawns::

 CO_Bolitho says:
::eyes flutter open and tries to sit up::

 CO_Crayne says:
CMO: Status of the CO ?

CSO_Hazzem says:
CTO: Bring down your weapon

CNS_Lerner says:
::is relieved to see that OPS has managed to transport remaining pods::

EO_O-Riley says:
:: runs diagnostics on warp core and all important systems ::

MO_Suder says:
CTO: there are punctures made by assimilation tubules in his neck...I’m not sure if he's off-line or not...

CMO_Viper says:
CO: He was unconscious.  I'll have Dr. Grey check on him.

CMO_Viper says:
*Grey*: Please check the status of the Captain.

CSO_Hazzem says:
::takes out his tricorder and scans the drone::

CMO_Viper says:
<Grey> *CMO*: Acknowledged.

CTO_Esjam says:
CSO: if we set phasers on heavy stun could we reverse the assimilation process?

TO_Shilp says:
::enters cargo bay 2 and heads over to the CTO:: CTO: here sir.

CEO_Lira says:
EO: let me know what the diagnostic shows up

CSO_Hazzem says:
::looks in his tricorder:: CTO: No, it's too late, the implants are in place

CTO_Esjam says:
TO: If he makes any aggressive moves I want you to vaporise it

CMO_Viper says:
<Grey> ::walks towards Captain Bolitho::

EO_O-Riley says:
CEO: of course. :. continues scans ::

CSO_Hazzem says:
::kneels slowly near the drone::

MO_Suder says:
CTO/CSO: his shielding hasn't activated yet...

TO_Shilp says:
CTO: Aye sir with pleasure ::aims his phaser rifle at the Borg::

CTO_Esjam says:
MO: Would there be any chance at all you could reverse the process with implants in place?

CMO_Viper says:
OPS: How are things going?  Any advancements on pod retrieval?

EO_O-Riley says:
CEO: All primary systems working at normal parameters. Sir.

 CO_Crayne says:
::reading the damage reports ::

CNS_Lerner says:
CMO: Sir .... we have all the remaining pods ... thanks to Ensign Jameson

CSO_Hazzem says:
CTO: we can use the drone to our side Lt.

CMO_Viper says:
<Grey>  CO: How are you doing?

 CO_Bolitho says:
::groans and tries to sit up::

Petrifiicus says:
&::sees all kinds of purple trees with shining gold leaves::

OPS_Jameson says:
CMO: I haven't heard any negative reports from the cargo bay sir.  I’m assuming all is well

CSO_Hazzem says:
::turns his back to the drone::

MO_Suder says:
::shakes her head::  CTO: the nanoprobes are in his blood stream...there's nothing I can do, we don't have enough knowledge of the assimilation process

CMO_Viper says:
OPS: Good work Ensign!

 CO_Crayne says:
::walks to Science one and checks the readings ::

CEO_Lira says:
EO: how’s the main systems

CMO_Viper says:
::is worried about Captain Crayne::

CTO_Esjam says:
CSO: It would be an option but we have to remove the threat

EO_O-Riley says:
CEO: All primary systems working to normal parameters. Sir.

CMO_Viper says:
<Grey> CO: Sit back.  Relax.  You have a concussion.

CTO_Esjam says:
*OPS*: There is a Borg drone in cargo bay two. Can you lock on and beam it down to the planet?

CNS_Lerner says:
CO Crayne:  Do you wish to talk to the planetary authorities Sir?  They are in trouble down there I should think ....

OPS_Jameson says:
::smiles shyly::

CSO_Hazzem says:
CTO: Well, we can find the neural processor and analyse it. We can find information about what's their plans

TO_Shilp says:
CTO: Sir can I destroy it yet?

CEO_Lira says:
EO: okay need to do some repairs on the mara

 CO_Crayne says:
FCO : bend course 5 degrees port declination 3

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION:  The drone's systems begin failing, one by one

CTO_Esjam says:
TO: Not just yet ensign

OPS_Jameson says:
*CTO*: I can't sir....his shielding is scattering the beam

MO_Suder says:
CTO: if possible, I would like to preserve as much of him as possible, he could give valuable medical information about the Borg...

TO_Shilp says:
CTO: Aye sir.

CTO_Esjam says:
*OPS*:  Understood

FCO_MGhia says:
CO Crayne:  Aye, sir

TO_Shilp says:
::thinks how I hate the Borg::

CTO_Esjam says:
TO: take it out but try to keep as much intact as possible for Mr Hazzem

TO_Shilp says:
CTO: Aye sir.

MO_Suder says:
::steps back::

CMO_Viper says:
<Grey> *CMO*:  The Captain is half conscious.  He will be here for a little while more.

TO_Shilp ::fires phaser at the Borg:: (HandPhaser.wav)

CMO_Viper says:
*Grey*: Thank you.

Petrifiicus says:
&::runs around in happiness through the wasteland::

 CO_Crayne says:
OPS: Can you beam those yet ?

EO_O-Riley says:
CEO: systems are becoming normal. But the hull is badly damaged.

CTO_Esjam says:
Computer: erect a level five containment field around the Borg in Cargo Bay Two

CMO_Viper says:
CO: Captain Bolitho is still unconscious.  He’s still in Sick Bay and will be there for a little while more.

MO_Suder says:
::continues scanning drone:: CTO/CSO: sorry for taking you two from your bridge duty...

CTO_Esjam says:
CSO: Its all yours

CSO_Hazzem says:
MO: it’s our duty

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION: Shilp’s fire takes out the drone.... permanently.... failing systems prevented the drone from remodulating

 CO_Crayne says:
CMO: Very well, I am sure you staff is doing what they can as fast as they can

CTO_Esjam says:
TO: Well done. Now continue with the search

CNS_Lerner says:
::assessing the damage to the planet where the Borg landed::

EO_O-Riley says:
CEO: About the Ma/A reaction ... I did some repairs on the deuterium pumps ... they are OK now.

CTO_Esjam says:
MO: Well, I think I can cope with that ::Smiles::

TO_Shilp says:
CTO: Aye sir ::heads to finish the search::

MO_Suder says:
::breaths a sigh of relief and relaxes a little::

CSO_Hazzem says:
CTO: You can go too, I’ll stay with the MO and try to get the processor out

 CO_Crayne says:
FCO: Establish orbit , in case some landed... we have to get all out

Petrifiicus says:
&::falls on the ground smelling flowers that aren’t there::

OPS_Jameson says:
::taps panel at OPS::

CMO_Viper says:
<Grey>  ::Checks Captain Bolitho over again and decided he needs to rest for the remainder of the day::

MO_Suder says:
::smiles back:: CTO: good

FCO_MGhia says:
CO Crayne:  Standard orbit, aye, sir

CTO_Esjam says:
CSO: Will do, but call me at the first sight of trouble okay?

CSO_Hazzem says:
CTO: You betcha

CTO_Esjam says:
MO: I'll see you later, is it your turn or mine to replicate?

CNS_Lerner says:
CO Crayne:  There are still some alive on planet .... and at least one drone ....

MO_Suder says:
CTO: see you later Vidas...  ::returns her attention to the Drone::

CTO_Esjam says:
::Heads out of the cargo bay and for the bridge::

MO_Suder says:
CTO: mine, I think...  ::grins::

CMO_Viper says:
::sits back down in chair and takes a deep breath::

CTO_Esjam says:
::AS he leaves:: MO: I’ll hold you to that

Petrifiicus says:
&::rolls on his back in pure bliss and dies of neural overload::

MO_Suder says:
::gazes at the Drone::  CSO: I’ve never seen one so close...it's fascinating

Host Cheryl says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<End Seleya Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

Host Cheryl says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<End Seleya Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
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